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Boarders’
Bulletin
Board
De-worm:
Please de-worm your
horse with Ivermectin
by the 7th. Leave
empty box on staff
desk.
Grain Sacks:
Please take your
empty grain bags
home as the trash
resources at the barn
are limited.
Clean-up:
Just a friendly
reminder to please
clean-up after your
horse in all common
areas.

ROUNDUP
emily@mountainrosetraining.com

Upcoming Events
Riding Refinement: Balance and Precision
Saturday, December 12th. Participants will further
connect with their core and refine their balance
through bareback riding. Diagonals at the trot and
leads at the canter will be introduced allowing the
next level of precision in your partnership to shine
through! Register here.
Trail Rides
Just a few trail riding opportunities of the year left.
We will ride December 11th and 18th as regularly scheduled. For those of you
who are not able to make the Friday rides, I have added an additional weekend
ride for Saturday the 19th as a holiday treat for you and your horse! Register
here.
Please note the time change for all trail rides during the winter months to 11 am,
allowing a full day riding while still returning before dark.
Holiday Potluck
Sunday, December 20th. If you are receiving
this newsletter you are invited to join! Please
bring a food, drink or desert item to share and
your loved ones (human that is) to enjoy the
holidays with horse-loving friends! Register
here.
Hiatus for the Holidays
There will be no lessons, clinics or trail rides Tuesday,
December 22nd - Monday, January 4th. Instruction will resume again
beginning Tuesday, January 5th.
2010 Calendar
I am working on the 2010 calendar of course offerings. Now is the time to let
me know if there is something specific you would like to have offered.

November 2009: The Fun We Had...
Horsemanship 201: This two and a half
day course guided us as we learned how to
read and respond to the horses emotions
building the “want”
and “try” in the
relationship. Great
job to all those who
honored their
horses in this in
depth and
advanced clinic.

Truck and Trailer Safety and
Handling: We knew how to work them,
ride them, understand them... but
weren’t so good at getting them there!
This clinic was a fun chance to do a little
less with energy and intention while
doing a little more with gasoline and
horsepower!
Riding Refinement: Through the study and
exploration of movement between horse and
rider, every participant took their riding to a
whole new level in this exciting new clinic.
Congratulations to each of you who expanded
your knowledge and reached to new heights in
the saddle!
Horse Lovers Movie Night: We enjoyed a very relaxing and thought
provoking evening with a terrific video selection. Much thanks to Diane for
sharing The Path to the Horse and to Wendy for donating to the MRHT
library A Day With Tom Dorrance.

“Prepare to position for the transition. The transition is the last thing that happens.”
Ray Hunt

Happy Holidays to You and Yours!
Think Horses for the Holidays!
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If your non-horsey family or friends are wondering what to
get for you this holiday, think% about printing out this page
with gift ideas to leave in an obvious place.
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Gift Certificates: Available
% in any amount for any
occasion. Courses, clinics, private instruction, trail rides and
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more!
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Books: MRHT offers a selection of fabulous reads for your
horsemanship learning.
% Check them out!
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“For
the Love of my Horse” Photo Shoot: Let Fullness
of Life Photography capture the essence of the special
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relationship between you and your horse. Contact Emily for
more information.
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MRHT Website Overhaul!
The website was in need of a much needed update as it had not been since the move (I can’t imagine
what else I’ve been doing!). You will find a slew of new updates on the news page and a terrific
selection of new photos throughout the gallery - my special thanks to Josh Levin for sharing with me
his terrific talent behind the camera.

